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Teaching Checking Account Basics to Youngsters
When to start and what your child needs to know

The sooner children are taught the ins and outs of managing money, the more likely they are to use
these financial skills throughout the course of their lifetime, and ultimately, have a savvy hand in
saving. By teaching them at a young age about checking accounts, your kids are gaining knowledge
on how to develop smart spending habits and good credit in the future.

 

“It's actually easy to teach
kids about money,” says
Jayne A. Pearl, author of 
Kids and Money: Giving
Them the Savvy to Succeed
Financially.

 

“Turn your day-to-day
activities into learning
experiences,” she suggests.
For example, if you’re
headed to the bank, take
your kids along for the trip.
You can easily teach them
the basics of using the ATM
machine, explaining how
your checking account offers
easy access to your money,
making it easy to take out or
put money in, while also
making sure your money is
safe and secure.

 

As your child gets older, keep getting creative with ways to teach them spending and saving money
concepts. At some point, they might start receiving an allowance, which is a great time to help set
them up with their own savings account. 

 

“As soon as your child is receiving an allowance, he'll need a place to put his money," says Pearl.
Make sure that the account you open for your child doesn’t have any fees or minimum balance
requirements. Nowadays, many banks offer children's accounts that accommodate for this. Once you
do that, encourage your child to make deposits on a weekly or monthly basis, and make sure to
explain interest.

 

As your child grows, with a little encouragement and motivation from you, they will also grow their
savings account. 

 

“They get used to saving money,” says Pierre Habis, a retail branch banking executive at Union Bank.
“The next milestone is having access to a checking account. It's about setting habits, and then
continuing to grow.”

 

Heading into their teen years would be a great time to allow them to have their own checking account. 







 

“Checking accounts help teens monitor and record their money and spending,” says Tanya Breeling, a
vice president at Young Americans Center for Financial Education in Denver. “It's one form of a
spending plan because you have to track your money to the penny. It's a safe environment with
someone teaching.”

 

Usually, the parent is the co-owner with full access to the account, similar to a joint account. That
way, you’re in control while still being able to teach your kids the basics with their own money. 

 

“Training should come from the parent and the child,” says Breeling. "The bank provides the materials,
and parents reinforce them at home."

When it comes to debit cards, make sure your child knows how easy it is to deplete their checking
account with a few swipes. When they do start using their debit card, quiz your teen on why it was
used, where it was used, how much was spent and make sure they fully understand where the money
is coming from. It’s important they understand the card is connected to the checking account, and is
used the same way physical cash can be used. 

 

“You can wean them into that product (debit cards),” says Breeling. 

 

In addition, many banks offer online education tools to help teens learn more about checking accounts
— for example, Facebook’s My Money app, which allows the account holder to track their finances via
Facebook. It also helps when the parent keeps a close watch on the account, monitoring the child’s
weekly or monthly activity. Typically, the parent will have access to their children's accounts, such as
their transaction history. 

 

"You do want to give kids a little leeway," says Breeling. “In the teen years, you need to be more of a
mentor than a parent. Give them room to fail.”

 

By starting young, and continuing the savings through checking account stages in their teen years,
your child is likely to gain the necessary financial skills needed for their life. If you’re interested in
setting up your child with a checking account, contact us or stop by today. 
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The Most Important Documents for Unmarried
Couples
Two documents that no couple should be without

If you were incapacitated in any way, and someone else had to make important financial or
health-related decisions for you, who would you choose? The next important question to ask yourself
is if that person would be legally able to step in and make these decisions.

 

It is important for unmarried
couples to realize that their
partner doesn’t automatically
have the same legal rights
that married couples do,
even if they’ve been living
together for many years. In
order to ensure that your
wishes are carried out in the
way you want and by whom
you want, you need to set
up two important documents:
a durable financial power of
attorney and a healthcare
proxy (also known as a
power of attorney for
healthcare). 

 

Setting up a healthcare
proxy is the most important
step that unmarried couples
can take to protect their
ability to speak on their
partner’s behalf in medical
situations. Without these documents, you or your partner might find yourselves unable to take part in
important decision making that can affect you both. Furthermore, if you aren’t established as each
other’s healthcare proxies, you may not even be allowed to visit at the hospital since you aren’t legally
family. 

 

Setting up a financial power of attorney is also a critical step that unmarried couples need to take.
Couples that have been together awhile tend to combine finances, especially if they live together. If
your partner becomes incapacitated, you may not be able to make financial decisions on your
partner’s behalf, even if those decisions have a dramatic impact on your own finances. 

 

“A court may grant a family member authority to make decisions about your partner’s finances,” states
Sandra Block from Kiplinger’s Personal Finance. 

 

You may assume that your partner’s family will respect your relationship and allow you to have a say
in the decision making process, but that is a risky prospect to gamble upon. Furthermore, times of
emotional stress can make people act in unpredictable ways. So even if your partner’s family tells you
that they will defer to your opinion in medical or financial situations, you can’t depend upon them
acting in a predictable manner and not changing their mind. 

 







Even if you do have a power of attorney set up, if you haven’t read the conditions carefully, it may not
include everything you think. 

 

“When it comes to powers of attorney, just because you have one does not mean that it covers both
healthcare and financial decisions, unless it specifically says so,” according to Investopedia.

 

“An estate-planning lawyer can help you draw up power-of-attorney documents…” states Sandra
Block. “Some banks and brokerage firms won’t honor power-of-attorney documents unless they meet
certain conditions, so make sure the form you use will be accepted by your financial institutions.”

 

It is also important to make sure that your family knows who you have selected as your financial and
healthcare power of attorneys, so that there is no delay in seeking that person out in the event of an
emergency. Also, relevant documentation should be in a safe and easily accessible location, with
multiple copies in convenient and safe locations. 

 

Once you set up these important documents, you will feel much safer knowing that you and your
partner will have their rights and wishes protected.
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The Benefits of 529 Plans
Why families should save for college using this method

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) defines a 529 plan as one “operated by a state or educational
institution, with tax advantages and potentially other incentives to make it easier to save for college
and other post-secondary training for a designated beneficiary, such as a child or grandchild.” 

 

By definition, a 529 plan is an easier way for families to save for college, but what other benefits do
they hold?

 

They are tax-free

 

Savings accounts of the 529 variety grow federal and state income tax free. Not only that, but all
withdrawals used for qualified higher education expenses are exempt from federal income tax as well.
Many states exempt withdrawals from state income tax for qualified higher education expenses as
well. Furthermore, reporting a 529 for tax purposes is very simple — you won't receive a Form 1099 to
report taxable or nontaxable earnings until the year you begin making withdrawals.

 

They are financially efficient 

 

Yes, $70,000 in savings
without the tax exemption
would only garner you about
$55,000, according to the
College Savings Plans
Network, but the tax benefits
are but one reason 529
plans are more fiscally
responsible. First, many
states also offer low-cost
options that can be opened
by contacting the plan
provider directly. A 529 plan
is also offered through
professional financial
advisors who can help you
choose a plan and an
investment strategy to meet
your needs. Also, most
plans have a very low
minimum monthly
contribution limit, making
them a respectable option
for families of all income
levels. Some states have
minimum limits as low as
$15 a month. 

 

On the other side of the coin, maximum contribution limits range up to $300,000-plus (keep in mind,
this is all untaxed and able to be used toward a loved one’s education). Additionally, those pesky “gift
taxes” don’t even come into play unless a contribution exceeds $70,000, as five years of the annual







gift tax exclusion can be used in one year.

Finally, all assets saved within 529 plans are protected in the event of bankruptcy, and they are even
treated favorably when considered in the formula for financial aid eligibility.

 

They offer educational freedom 

 

Money collected as part of a 529 plan can be used at virtually any accredited college in the country. It
can be used to pay for tuition, fees, room, board, books, supplies and other required equipment such
as computer technology. 

 

They’re convenient and flexible

 

The main reason investors love 529 plans is for their overall practicality. Contributions can be made
through payroll deductions or automatic bank transfers. From there, they are a very “hands-off” way to
save toward college. You just fill out a simple enrollment form, and then the ongoing investment of
your account is handled by the plan provider, not by you. Plan assets are professionally managed
either by the state treasurer's office or by an outside investment company hired as the program
manager.

 

Plus, you never have to worry about whose “name” the account is in. The account holder retains
control of the assets within the program, regardless of beneficiary's age, and the beneficiary can be
changed at any time to another member of the beneficiary's family.

 

As you can see, 529 plans are a great way to encourage early and consistent savings by offering
affordable and expedient savings options.
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Retirement Surprises That Can Cost You
Prepare for these retirement disclosures no one tells you about

In an ideal world, retiring means you’ll receive a full pension, making you financially stable for the rest
of your life. However, it doesn’t always work as you planned. Oftentimes, retirees run into a few
unwanted surprises that can turn into major monetary blunders. To avoid these surprises (and a major
headache later), take note of these common costly retirement issues you might not have planned for:

 

The price of healthcare - The average 65-year-old couple will spend a whopping $400,000 out-of-pocket until the age of 92 during retirement (not including long-term care costs), according to a study by Fidelity Investments. Many retirees find Medicare to be pricier than they had initially thought. Part A of traditional Medicare may be free (which includes hospital benefits), but you need to pay for Part B for outpatient coverage and Part D for prescription-drug coverage. A private Medigap policy will cover what Medicare doesn’t, but a premium cost is involved. Factor that in and couples could spend more than $6,000 in just premiums. In addition, beneficiaries with a high income are subject to pay a premium surcharge. 
The average 65-year-old
couple will spend a
whopping $400,000
out-of-pocket until the age of
92 during retirement (not
including long-term care
costs), according to a study
by Fidelity Investments.
Many retirees find Medicare
to be pricier than they had
initially thought. Part A of
traditional Medicare may be
free (which includes hospital
benefits), but you need to
pay for Part B for outpatient
coverage and Part D for
prescription-drug coverage.
A private Medigap policy will
cover what Medicare
doesn’t, but a premium cost
is involved. Factor that in
and couples could spend
more than $6,000 in just
premiums. In addition,
beneficiaries with a high
income are subject to pay a premium surcharge. 

Paying for things you didn’t used to - For instance, many times, employees of small businesses
had their meals, company car, travel or computers paid for, and when it’s time to shell out the money,
it can come as sticker shock to some. 

 

"Small business owners and professionals who retire are often surprised how many of their expenses
were picked up by their company," says Bert Whitehead, president of Cambridge Connection, in
Franklin, Michigan. "It is a jolt when they discover how much it adds up to." 

 

In addition, many people want to travel when they retire, but all those costs can add up. 

"Travel budgets tend to be at least 10 percent to 20 percent higher than what had been budgeted,"
explains certified financial planner Debra Morrison in New Jersey. Even if traveling is not in the cards,
something is with all that free time — be it picking up a new hobby, fixing up the house or spending
time with their grandchildren. 

 

"Retirees desire to travel and become more active in the lives of their children and grandchildren,"
says certified financial planner Lazetta Rainey Braxton of Financial Fountains in Chicago. "It's hard to







plan for activities and 'unassigned gifting' when a retiree has never set aside these 'line items' in their
budget."

Social security taxes - Most people don’t realize that up to 85 percent of Social Security benefits are
taxable. 

 

"Retirees have a difficult time adjusting to the taxability of Social Security income and the low income
thresholds. Most retirees don't see Social Security as taxable deferred income since they paid into the
government fund using after-taxed dollars during their employment years. In their minds, retirement
income shouldn't be taxed twice," according to Braxton. Also, keep in mind that if you’re still working
before you’re of retirement age, you have to pay up to $1 in benefits for every $2 you make over the
annual earnings limit. Once you pass full retirement age, however, the benefits are adjusted
accordingly. 

Tax on retirement savings - If you take out money that was once deferred of tax from your traditional
IRA or 401(k), you are now taxed using your income tax rate. So if you need to withdraw a certain
amount, you’ll need to take out more than you initially realized in order to cover the cost. Money may
remain in IRAs and 401(k)s until age 70 ½. At that age, you’re required to take minimum withdrawals.
And depending how much is in the account, you may be subject to a higher tax bracket than you
originally thought. 

 

Income loss if spouse dies - As dejecting as it may seem, it’s important that couples plan
accordingly. Ensure that if one were to pass away, the other would have enough income to live on. 

 

“One thing people don't plan for is the reduction of income if a spouse or partner dies — without
corresponding reduction in expenses,” says certified financial planner Kathy Hankard, of Fiscal
Fitness, Verona, Wisconsin. For instance, if both parties are receiving Social Security, a large portion
of that will be lost if one dies. One way to avoid this is to boost the potential survivor benefit using
delayed retirement credits. The person in the relationship with the higher income can wait to take
their benefit, which can earn up to 8 percent a year in delayed credits up to age 70. That way, if their
spouse should pass away, the other can switch to earning 100 percent of the deceased spouse's
benefit. 
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The Best Family Vehicles
These family rides are tough to beat

There are plenty of options when it comes to buying a vehicle. From two-door sports cars, to pickups
and everything in between. But when it comes to taming the American family, which vehicles are best?

 

Nearly every publication has their own rankings of the best family vehicles and with so many options,
it’s no wonder why. The size of your family is arguably the biggest factor in figuring out the type of
vehicle you need. Here are some great choices.

 

Chevrolet Suburban: A recent recipient of US News “Best Cars for Families” award and one of the
few true remaining family SUVs that can handle nearly anything you throw its way, the 2015 Suburban
can hold up to nine people and over 120 cubic feet of cargo for under $50,000. All-new for 2015, the
Suburban features a plethora of amenities including available 4G LTE Wi-Fi and up to 13 charging
ports (including available wireless charging) to help keep everyone connected. Other highlights
include a cargo management system, hands-free power liftgate, Chevy MyLink, and a rear seat
entertainment system.

 

Buick Enclave: The Buick
Enclave (MSRP $39,050) is
perfect for a larger family
thanks to its eight-passenger
seating (seven-passenger
seating is an option) over
three rows of seating with a
maximum of 115.2 cubic feet
of cargo. Features such as
the SmartSlide system that
helps getting to the third row
even easier, add in the
Buick QuietTuning process,
with sound blocking
features, and you’ll
experience an interior that is
far more advanced than
nearly all of its competitors.

 

"The 2015 Buick Enclave is
a midsize-to-large luxury
crossover that boasts
exceptional practicality,
high-end touches and
impressive gas mileage,” according to AutoTrader. “It's made huge strides compared to old Buick
models, combining impressive fit and finish with state-of-the-art technology. For those in need of a
premium family hauler, there might be no better choice -- unless you're looking to tow a big boat or
crawl up the side of a mountain."

 

Honda Odyssey: Minivans may be the ultimate family vehicle with plenty of cargo and passenger
capability, and the 2015 Odyssey may be the best of the bunch. In addition to being named #1 in the
Minivan segment by US News, it was also named to their “Best Cars for Families” list, and it was given
a “2015 Top Safety Pick” rating from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.

 







 

Speaking of safety, the Odyssey is one of the only vehicles on the market to offer five Lower Anchors
and Tethers for CHildren (LATCH). The Odyssey is available with the exclusive HondaVAC, which is
a built-in vacuum system that makes cleaning up a breeze. Some of the other available family friendly
amenities include power sliding doors, flip-up trash ring, tri-zone climate control and massive 16.2-inch
Honda DVD Ultrawide rear Entertainment system.

 

"The sliding doors make it easy to get in and out, even in tight parking lots, there's plenty of room for
eight passengers, and cargo space is unparalleled,” Kelley Blue Book said. “But the Honda Odyssey
also has a fuel-efficient and powerful V6 engine, surprisingly good [handling,] and enough creature
comforts to let you think you're behind the wheel of a luxury car, and not the quintessential family
hauler."

 

Ford Fusion Hybrid: For families that aren’t quite as large, the Fusion Hybrid adds stellar fuel
economy to an already impressive four-door sedan. Starting at an MSRP of $26,890, the Fusion
Hybrid can achieve speeds of up to 85 mph in electric mode, achieving a fuel efficiency of 44 mpg city
and 41 mpg highway through its 2.0-liter Atkinson cycle powerplant. Both SYNC and MyFord Touch
help maintain connectivity while keeping your eyes on the road. There are also plenty of standard and
available safety features including a Blind Spot Information System with Cross Traffic Alert, Lane
Keeping System, Adaptive Cruise Control with Forward Collision Warning, and so much more.

 

In addition to being named a US News “Best Cars for Families” winner, Edmunds added high marks
as well.

 

"Other hybrid sedans, including the Toyota Camry Hybrid, the Hyundai Sonata Hybrid and related Kia
Optima Hybrid, are also solid choices, though they can't match the overall appeal of the Fusion or
Accord. Our pick is the Fusion," according to Edmunds.

 

There are plenty of great family vehicles on the market today, so stop by and let us help you get the
financing you need and get into that new vehicle.
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Take a Relaxing Luxury Vacation to Newport
Stunning Rhode Island beaches, culinary innovations and
luxurious accommodations await

Wondering where your next escape should be? If you’re looking for a place that houses tranquil
beaches to relax on, luxury resorts to lay your head and relax, and five-star culinary restaurants with
delights that tantalize your taste buds, then Newport, Rhode Island is your destination.

 

Where to stay

 

Book your stay at one of the
city’s renowned
accommodations — and
there are plenty of them.
There’s the Castle Hill Inn,
which offers the warmth and
quiet luxury of 19th century
seacoast life. With luxurious
accommodations, from the
Agassiz mansion to the
Harbor House Rooms or the
Chalet, you’ll truly get a feel
for the charming Victorian
seacoast. The Inn also
offers one of the best views
on land in all of Newport.

 

There’s also Vanderbilt
Grace, a luxurious hotel
comprised of 33 rooms and
top luxury suites. Fine
dining, a heated indoor pool,
a fully-equipped fitness
center and a spa with a
sauna and steam showers — it’s everything a dream vacation should be, all right in your hotel. Or try
Forty One North, which sits on an urban waterfront, and boasts floor-to-ceiling windows, urban rooms,
over-sized patios and more. In addition, other accommodation types in Newport include bed and
breakfasts, property rentals and timeshares.

 

What to do

 

During the day, of course, what better way to relax than on one of Newport’s many beaches? There’s
Newport’s most popular beach, Easton’s Beach, known as “First Beach,” which is on Memorial
Boulevard and starts at the Newport Cliff Walk. Sachuest Beach, known as “Second Beach,” isn’t far
from Easton and offers a bit of a more peaceful ambiance. Because the waves are a bit better, this is
the surfers preferred beach.

 

Known simply as “Third Beach,” this beach is where to go if you’re craving true quiet recreation. With
its quiet waves and soft breezes, it’s the perfect spot to come unwind. Gooseberry Beach, located
along Ocean Drive, is just a short ways from Bellevue Avenue and Newport mansions, and offers an
on-beach café. The private beaches are called Hazard’s Beach and Bailey’s Beach.







on-beach café. The private beaches are called Hazard’s Beach and Bailey’s Beach.

You could spend the days laying in the sand or swimming in the water, but there’s the option to step
up your beach experience as well, like taking a beach trail ride by the Newport Equestrian Academy.
It’s perfect for private tours and romantic rides — even marriage proposals or birthday surprises. Or,
spend the day on the water with America's Cup Charters, Adirondack II or 12 Meter Charters, which
offers some of the best sailing experiences in Newport. Not one to sail? You can take in the sites from
your very own private helicopter instead. With Bird’s Eye View Helicopters, you can see everything
Newport has to offer from above.

 

Where to eat

 

The restaurants in Newport are known for their historic charm and gorgeous waterfront views, not to
mention their gourmet food and drinks. For a true culinary experience, head to 22 Bowen’s Wine Bar
and Grille, known for its delicious fine-cut steak and seafood and raw bar. And with open-air dining on
the deck, you’ll get to take in the beautiful panoramic views of Newport Harbor.

 

Another upscale dining experience can be had at Mooring Seafood Kitchen & Bar, which is situated
right on the water. As you relax on the mahogany deck enjoying a perfectly-cooked piece of steak or
fish, take in the fantastic views of the Narragansett Bay. Actually, the views can be seen whether you
dine indoors or out!

 

Want to dine inside an oceanfront mansion? Book your dinner reservation for the Spiced Pear at the
Chanler at Cliff Walk. There, enjoy a menu that combines beloved classic New England dishes with a
touch of French influence. The restaurant also boasts enticing views of the Atlantic Ocean.

 

If you would just like to sample some wine or beer, Newport is home to some fantastic wineries and
breweries. There’s Newport Distilling Co. and Newport Storm Brewery in Newport. Just outside of
Newport is Carolyn Sakonnet Vineyards in Little Compton, Greenvale Vineyards in Portsmouth as well
as Newport Vineyards and Winery in Middletown. All breweries and wineries are generous with their
tastings and make for a fun-filled afternoon.

 

To learn more about planning a relaxing, fun-filled and memorable vacation in Newport, check out
www.discovernewport.org.
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Garage Sale Do’s and Don’ts
Consider these tips when hosting your next tag sale

It’s garage sale season! How does it sound to get paid for items you don’t want?

 

Garage sales are a great way to get rid of things you don’t use any more — from your old children’s
toys to the multiple sets of dishes boxed in the garage collecting dust. Maybe you’re moving and need
to downsize. Or maybe you’re just fed up with the clutter in your home. Whatever the reason, if you
can make a few bucks while getting rid of unwanted possessions, it seems like a no-brainer.

 

But before you simply drag all your items onto your front lawn, know that there are a few strategies to
holding a successful yard sale. Consider these do’s and don’ts:

 

DO

Be realistic with prices - As a general rule of thumb, garage sale prices should be between 25 and 30 percent of the item’s original price, and even less if your true motive is to get rid of things. However, it’s also important to note that most people will bargain you down even more (all the fun of a tag sale!), even if you do start at a low price, so be sure to keep that in mind when pricing.
As a general rule of thumb,
garage sale prices should be
between 25 and 30 percent
of the item’s original price,
and even less if your true
motive is to get rid of things.
However, it’s also important
to note that most people will
bargain you down even
more (all the fun of a tag
sale!), even if you do start at
a low price, so be sure to
keep that in mind when
pricing.

Present special offers - If
you’re trying to get rid of one
specific genre of items that
you have multiple of (think
books, clothing, stuffed
animals, etc.), proclaim that
if someone buys, say, $10
worth of items, they get a
book of their choice for free.
Or, price those kinds of
items with some kind of deal attached to it (i.e.: Books are 25 cents each or five for a dollar, or if you
buy one stuffed animal, get one free, etc.).

Advertise your sale - Spread the word by placing an ad in your local paper in the garage sale
section. Typically, this section is also posted online. You can list when your garage sale is happening,
your address, and the types of items you’ll be selling. Also, try hanging signs around your
neighborhood, especially at busy intersections. It doesn’t have to be anything fancy: a piece of paper
written with black ink, announcing the garage sale, with your address and a large arrow that people
can see from their cars.

Label as many items as you can - Depending on how many items you have for sale, it may be
difficult to mark every single item. But price tags let people know exactly what something costs without
having to ask you — and if you’re busy helping another customer and someone is waiting to ask you
about price, they may decide they don’t want the item and you’ll lose the sale. Tip: Label items that







you want to get rid of most with “Make an offer.” This will intrigue your customers, even if they weren’t
necessarily interested in the item in the first place.

Organize your items -  Make sure your objects are arranged in an organized manner. Invest in a few
fold-out tables and arrange items in ways you see fit. Have a lot of golf items? Make a golf table. A
wealth of electronics? Keep them together. Also, think about what types of things people might be
searching for. As an example, is Father’s Day fast approaching and are you selling gifts a Dad might
like? Create a “Father’s Day” table with those items. The same items people might not have thought of
as gifts are suddenly very desirable to those who forgot about Father’s Day.

 

DON’T

Keep money out in the open - Some garage sale hosts may think that a shoebox or even a cashbox
is a good spot for their cash, but if you walk away from it, someone could easily access it. Instead,
invest in a fanny pack to wear during the day and keep your earnings in it.

Follow your customers around - While you may be vastly interested in what kinds of items they’re
browsing and picking up, chances are the customer is going to find you more off-putting than helpful.
They might even think you’re suspecting them of stealing, and could get offended and leave. Instead,
let them know that you’re there if they have any questions, but then keep to yourself.

Let haggling get to you - More often than not, garage sale goers are going to bargain you down —
that’s just part of the fun! Don’t let it get to you. If it’s an item of sentimental value that you simply can’t
bear to sell for even less than your original offer, simply explain that in a calm manner. The customer
is sure to understand. 

Do it alone - Some of the most successful yard sales are when multiple families join in at once.
Before the sale, see if you can get neighbors or friends on board to sell some of their own knick
knacks. Not only are you bound to sell more items, but there’s someone to talk to when lulls occur
(which typically happen around lunch time or towards the end of the sale).

Choose just any day - It may sound obvious, but the best times to host a garage sale are weekends
from May through September. Also, try to avoid holiday weekends, as most people are on vacation or
doing something other than garage sale trolling. If you’re able to hold a two-day sale, that’s great, but
if you can just do one, Saturdays usually attract more visitors.

 

A garage sale is a great way to declutter and make some quick cash at the same time so get out there
and get it done.
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Popular Paint Colors This Summer
Infuse an atmosphere of summer into your home 

Spring is in the air, but many of us already have summer on the brain. If your house is feeling a little
dreary, and you want to get a head start on summer, freshen things up with a new paint color. Here
are some great colors to consider. 

 

Pale Aqua

 

If you want to keep the summer feeling going all year long, painting a coastal color is an easy way to
do it. Pale aqua is perfect for people who find deep teal too overpowering and pastel green too
childish. It will give your home the atmosphere of a cool sea breeze while being light enough to not
clash with any other color you like to decorate with. 

 

Coral

 

If you want to maximize the
fun vibe in your house and
you aren’t afraid to be a little
daring, coral will make any
room a showstopper. It was
listed as one of the “Top 10
Summer Colors” by Tobi
Fairley from HGTV, and it’s
easy to see why.

 

“As one of the sea's most
vibrant hues, coral is a
standout shade no matter
where you use it,” states
Fairley. “Accessories are a
natural fit for this accent
color, whether it's a pillow
sham or a throw for the foot
of the bed. For a bigger
statement, why not add an
unexpected twist by pairing
this punchy color with white for a striped ceiling?”

 

Pistachio

 

If you want to make a bold change in your home that will impress all your guests, pistachio is your
color. Deep and rich but not dark, painting a room pistachio will make even the dreariest weather
seem festive. Don’t be scared to go green, it will look great behind most color decorations, and it even
helps neutral furniture that is brown or black really pop. 

 

Indigo Blue

 







Capture the essence of the ocean with indigo blue. This dark color has enough richness to seem
lighter than it is, while giving your walls new depth and sophistication. It makes your house seem
beachy in a subtle way, which makes it perfect for summer and all year long. 

 

Buttercup Yellow

 

There are so many shades of yellow to choose from, but they all create a completely different vibe in
your home. Stay away from mustard or muted hues if you want your home to feel summery even in
the depths of winter and stick with clear, bright shades of buttercup that feel like pure sunshine. 

 

Barely There Blue 

 

White walls were incredibly popular on decorating websites and blogs the past five years, but now it’s
time for a new twist. Blue that is so light its almost white is now becoming incredibly popular, and it is
perfect for summer. Your house will feel airy and bright, but the blue saves it from being boring or
obvious. 

 

“It feels like fresh air when you walk into the room. And it does read as blue — the palest, softest
blue, as if you were floating in the sky. Very ethereal, and dreamy." states Timothy Whealon on
HouseBeautiful.com.

 

Pick a summery new shade to decorate a room or even just an accent wall this month and you’ll
capture that summer feeling in no time.
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Green Ways to Stay Cool in the Summer
Relief from the heat can come in many forms

Operating an air conditioner is an $11 billion a year venture for Americans. What’s more, those a/c
units release about 100 million tons of carbon monoxide into the air annually — two tons for each
home using one, according to WebMD. You can, however, reduce your own carbon footprint while
staying cooler this summer, and save some money on electricity costs while you’re at it.

 

Reducing body heat

 

“The lowest-tech ways to keep cool this summer start with your own body,” said Camille Peri in a
WebMD feature provided in collaboration with Healthy Child Healthy World.

 

Wear clothes made from natural fabrics such as cotton, hemp and linen, which breathe better than
synthetic fibers and naturally
wic k away moisture. Dine
on ‘cool,’ light meals like
salads and sandwiches
instead of protein-rich meals
that warm up the body, not
to mention the oven or the
stove, working against your
goal. Use cool water to
decrease your body
temperature by soaking your
feet in a tub of cold water,
wearing a wet bandana or
taking a cool shower. A
spray bottle of cold water to
spritz yourself throughout
the day is a good idea, as
well.

 

Furthermore, remember that
warm air rises; therefore,
the basement or ground
floor is the coolest story of
your home or building. Plan
to spend most of your time there, or embark on trips to air-conditioned public places like the mall or
the library.

 

In-home techniques

 

Now is a good time to think about changing your home’s efficiency.   Use window coverings to your
advantage by keeping your dark-colored curtains or shades pulled throughout the heat of the day, as
that can block up to 80 percent of solar heat. Appliances inside the home such as the aforementioned
stove add to the internal heat and energy consumption of your household, so utilize microwaves or
toaster-ovens, which use up to two-thirds less energy.

 

Also, consider changing your light bulbs to energy-efficient compact fluorescent light bulbs or halogen







Also, consider changing your light bulbs to energy-efficient compact fluorescent light bulbs or halogen
infrareds. Lastly, use fans inside the home, especially when it starts to cool down in the evening.
Portable fans placed in front of an open window can bring that cool air inside, and a ceiling fan will
help circulate it. Even if you have an air conditioner, turn on your ceiling fans to help make the room
feel cooler.

 

Outside the home

 

“Shading from the inside with curtains and blinds is a good first step, but shading from the outside
can be even better,” Peri said.

 

One of the least expensive ways to do so is to install awnings. The Department of Energy estimates
that awnings can reduce solar heat gain in the home by as much as 77 percent. Woven mesh solar,
solar control windows, and reflective window film are some additional, yet more costly options.

 

Maintaining your air conditioner

 

If you do opt to use an a/c unit, keep the filter clean so airflow is not limited and the appliance lasts
longer. Filters should be cleaned or replaced every month or so, depending on usage. Similarly, make
sure the air conditioner gets a tune-up from a professional every few years to make sure it’s still
running efficiently. Install a programmable thermostat to turn on right before you come home, and set
it a bit higher than normal for when you’re home. A few degrees make a big difference, in terms of
energy, but your body won’t notice the difference. Finally, a shaded air conditioner uses up to 10
percent less energy to operate, so don’t place your central a/c in direct sunlight.

 

Going into a cool room on a hot day is among the most enjoyable feelings you can experience. Follow
these helpful suggestions and make this summer your best yet.
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